
Collaborative Law
Participation Agreement

(If Children are included, include III)

PEGGY HIGASHI

---------------and

LANDSCOTT HIGASHI

------"the Parties"

and their lawyers:
RONNIE D. DYKES

--------------and

MAURICE ARCADIER

have chosen to enter into this Agreement to use the principles of the Collaborative Law Process
to settle the issues arising from the dissolution of their relationship.

I. Purpose
The primary goal of the Collaborative Law Process is to settle the outstanding issues in a non-
adversarial manner. The Parties aim to minimize, if not eliminate, the negative economic, social
and emotional consequences of protracted litigation to themselves and their family. The Parties
have retained Collaborative lawyers to assist them in reaching this goal.

II. Communication
The Parties intend to effectively communicate with each other to efficiently and economically
settle the dissolution of their relationship. Written and verbal communications will be respectful
and constructive and will not make accusations or claims not based in fact.
It is agreed that communication during settlement meetings will be focused on the economic and
parenting issues in the dissolution and the constructive resolution of those issues.
The Parties are encouraged to discuss and explore the interests they have in achieving a mutually
agreeable settlement, and each is encouraged to speak freely and express his or her needs,
desires, and options without criticism or judgement by the other. Although the Parties should be
informed by their lawyers about, and may discuss with each other, the litigation alternatives and
the outcomes they might attain, neither Parly nor their lawyers will use the threat to withdraw
from the process or to go to court as a means of achieving a desired outcome or forcing a
settlement.



III. Children's Issues
In resolving issues about sharing the enjoyment of and responsibility for any children, the Parties
Agree to make every effort to reach amicable solutions that promote the children's best interests.
The Parties agree to act quickly to mediate and resolve differences related to the children to
Promote a caring, loving and involved relationship between the children and both parents.
The Parties acknowledge that inappropriate communications regarding their dissolution can be
Harmful to their children. They agree that settlement issues will not be discussed in the presence
Of their children, or that communication with the children regarding these issues will occur only
If it is appropriate and done by mutual agreement, or with the advice of a child specialist.
The Parties agree not to make any changes to the residence of the children without first obtaining
the written agreement of the other Party.

IV. Participation with Integrity
Each participant shall uphold a high standard of integrity, and shall not take advantage of
Inconsistencies or miscalculations of the other. but shall disclose them and seek to have them
Corrected.

V. Negotiation in Good Faith
The Parties and their lawyers agree to deal with each other in good faith and to promptly provide
all necessary and reasonable information requested. No formal discovery procedures will be used
unless specifically agreed to in advance by the parties.
The Parties acknowledge that by using informal discovery, they are giving up certain rights, for
the duration of the Collaborative Law Process, including the right to formal discovery, formal
court hearings, restraining orders and other procedures provided by the adversarial legal system.
They give up these measures with the specific understanding that both Parties make full and fair
disclosure of all assets, income, debts and other information. The Parties acknowledge that
participation in the Collaborative Law Process, and the settlement reached, is based upon the
assumption that both Parlies have acted in good faith and have provided complete and accurate
information to the best of their ability. The Parties agree to provide sworn statements making full
and fair disclosure of their income, assets and debts, if requested.

VI. Cautions and Limitations
In electing the Collaborative Law Process, the Parties understand that there is no guarantee that
the process will be successful in resolving their case. They understand that the process cannot
eliminate concerns about any disharmony, distrust or irreconcilable differences which have led
to the current conflict. While intent on striving to reach a cooperative solution, success will
ultimately depend on our commitment to making the process work. The Parties understand that
they are still expected to assert their respective needs and interests and their respective lawyers
will help each of them do so.

The Parties further understand that while the Collaborative lawyers share a commitment to the
process described in this document, each of them has a professional duty to represent his or her

VII. Experts and Consultants



When appropriate and needed, the Parties will use neutral expefis. The Parties will agree in
advance of retaining the Expert as to how the costs of the third party expert will be paid. Unless
the parties agree otherwise, the expert report shall be covered by the confidentiality clause.

VIII. Divorce Coaches, Child Specialist, and Financial Planners
When appropriate and as needed, the parties will use the services of one or more of the following
professionals: Divorce Coaches, Child Specialist, Financial Planner (Collectively referred to as

"the Collaborative Professional"). When a Collaborative Professional is engaged, the parties
agree that the Collaborative Professionals and the Lawyers may engage in whatever discussions
necessary for resolution of the case. In the event that the Collaborative Law Process comes to an
end, the Confidentiality provisions as set out in Paragraph XIV of this Agreement apply to the
Collaborative Professionals.

IX. No Court Intervention
Unless otherwise agreed, prior to reaching final agreement on all issues, no writ and statement
of claim will be filed or setved, nor will any other motion or document be prepared or filed
which would initiate court intervention.

X. Disqualification by Court Intervention
The Parties understand that their Collaborative Lawyers' representation is limited to providing
services within the Collaborative Law Process. Thus, while each lawyer is the advisor of his or
her client and seles as the client's representative and negotiator, the Parties mutually
acknowledge that both lawyets, and any one in each lawyers office, will be disqualified from
representing them in a contested court proceeding against the other spouse.

XI. Withdrawal of Party from Collaborative Law Process
If a Party decides to withdraw from the Collaborative Law Process, prompt written notice shall
be given to the other party through his or her lawyer. Upon termination of the Collaborative Law
Process by a Party or a lawyer, there will be a thirty (30) day waiting period (unless there is an
emergency) before any court hearing, to permit the parties to retain new lawyers and make an
orderly transition. All temporaty agreements will remain in full force and effect during this
period. The intent of this provision is to avoid sutprise and prejudice to the rights of the other
Party. It is therefore mutually agreed that either Party may bring this provision to the attention
of the Court to request a postponement of a hearing.
If a Party wishes to withdraw from the Collaborative Law Process with their current lawyer, but
retain a new lawyer to continue with the Collaborative Law Process, the Party shall give prompt
written notice to the other party through his or her lawyer, of their intention to withdraw and
obtain a new lawyer. The new lawyer shall execute a new Collaborative Law Participation
Agreement within 30 days of the Parly giving notice. If a new agreement is not executed within
30 days, then the other party shall be entitled to proceed as if the Collaborative Law Process
were terminated as of the date written notice was given.



XII. Withdrawal of Lawyer from Collaborative Law Process
If either lawyer withdraws from the case for any reason excepts those set out in paragraph XIII
herein, they agree to do so promptly by a written notice to the other party through his or her
lawyer. This may be done without terminating the status of the case as a Collaborative Law case.
The party whose lawyer has withdrawn may elect to continue in the Collaborative Law Process
and shall give prompt written notice of this intention as well to the other party through his or her
lawyer. The new lawyer shall execute a new Collaborative Law Participation Agreement within
30 days of the lawyer first giving notice. If a new agreement is not executed within 30 days, then
the other party shall be entitled to proceed as if the Collaborative Law Process were terminated
as of the date the first written notice was given.

XIII. Termination of Collaborative Law Process
A Collaborative Lawyer must withdraw from the Collaborative Law Process in the event they
learn that their client has withheld or misrepresented information and continues to withhold and
misrepresent such information, or otherwise acted so as to undermine or take unfair advantage
of the Collaborative Law Process. The lawyer withdrawing will advise the other lawyer that he
is withdrawing, and that the Collaborative Law Process must end.

XIV. Confidentiality
All communication exchanged within the Collaborative Law Process will be confidential and
without prejudice. If subsequent litigation occurs, the Parties mutually agree:

A. that neither Party will introduce as evidence in Court information disclosed during the
Collaborative Law Process for the purpose of reaching a settlement, except documents
otherwise compellable by law including any sworn statements as to financial status made
by the parties;

B. that neither Party will introduce as evidence in Court information disclosed during the
Collaborative Law Process with respect to either Parlies' behaviour or legal position with
respect to settlement;

C. that neither Party will ask or subpoena either lawyer or any of the Collaborative
Professionals to Courl to testify in any court proceedings, nor bring on an application to
discover either lawyer or any of the Collaborative Professionals, with regard to matters
disclosed during the Collaborative Law Process;

D. that neither Party will require the production at any Court proceedings of any notes,
records, or documents in the lawyer's possession or in the possession of one of the
Collaborative Professionals; and the Parties agree that these Guidelines with respect to
conhdentiality apply to any subsequent litigation, arbitration, or other process for dispute
resolution.

The confidentiality clause does not apply in the event that a Party or Collaborative Professional



is obliged try law 1t) report to the Superintendent of Farnily and Child Serviscs jnf*rmation
arising out rrf the collaborative prccess which gives lhe party or Collaborative Professional
reasonable grounds to trelieve that a ehild may be in need of protection.

XV. A.ighrs and Oblig*tions of Seltlemerl
Although the partirs have agreerl to work *utside the courl system, rhe parties agree ihat:
A- neither Party will dispose of any assst$ exs€pt by an agreement in wriling"
B- nsither Party rnay harass the othsr Parly: and

C. all nvailable insurancs covcragc mu$t h: mainlained and r;ontinusd without
change in coverage or beneficiary clerignartion.

tr). it is furthsr agrced that Lands*on Higashi is to pay Feggy t{ignshi thc sum of $648.450.00
l^;SD {Six Hundred Forty fight Thou*and Four Hundrcd Filiy dollaru} from the period dare July
I 

ur" ?009 fir Novernbe t ?9'h, 2$09.

XVL Erforreability of Agre*menls
ln the event that the Farties require a temporary agreernent during the Collaborative Lau,
Prercess, the agreerneirt will be put in writing and signed by th* Parrics and their lawyrrs" If either
llarry w'ithdrar+r from the Collaborati're l"aw Procsss. thc Britten agresment is enforceable and
rnay be presenhd to the {:ourt ar a basis for an Order, which the Couri may make relroactive tn
lhe da{e of the rvritten agreernent. $imilarl1'" $nce a final agpeement i* signed, i{ a Parry should
re{use 1o honnur it, th* {inal agreemsnt may be presented to t}re Coud in any subsequent a$ti{"rn.

XYII. A*knnwlcdgm*nt
Botb llartie* and their lawJ'ers acknou'ledge that they have read this Agrcemenl understanri its
lerms and condilians" aml agree to abide by thnn. 'Ihe parlies ha'r'e chossn the Coliaborative Law
Prpces; to reduce smoiional and financial costs, and to genfrats a tinal agreeffient that adclressss
their enncerns" 1-hey agme trr srork in good faith ta achieve these goals. rt

Darcrr: # le Sl'/

r.arqnscorT I{IGAsl{l

MAURICE AI{CADHR
L.at*ryrr for l-andscstt t{igashi

RONNIE D DYKilS
Lawyer for Peggy }{iga*hi


